Impact of GHz and THz transport regimes on spin propagation and conversion in the antiferromagnet IrMn
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Abstract

Control over spin transport in antiferromagnetic systems is essential for future spintronic applications with operational speeds extending to ultrafast time scales. Here, we study the transition from the gigahertz (GHz) to terahertz (THz) regime of spin transport and spin-to-charge current conversion (S2C) in the prototypical antiferromagnet IrMn by employing spin pumping and THz spectroscopy techniques. We reveal a factor of 4 shorter characteristic propagation lengths of the spin current at THz frequencies (~ 0.5 nm) as compared to the GHz regime (~ 2 nm) which may be attributed to the ballistic and diffusive nature of electronic spin transport, respectively. The conclusion is supported by an extraction of sub-picosecond temporal dynamics of the THz spin current. We also report on a significant impact of the S2C originating from the IrMn/non-magnetic metal interface which is much more pronounced in the THz regime and opens the door for optimization of the spin control at ultrafast time scales.
Antiferromagnetic spintronic devices\(^1\) provide many advantages such as robustness against external magnetic fields, a higher memory bit integration, two orders of magnitude faster manipulation of the magnetic order and new topological phenomena\(^2, 3\). Their functionalities include pseudospin dynamics of magnons\(^4\) and wide applications like memory\(^5-9\), spin logic\(^10\) and terahertz (THz) emission devices using pinning of a hard magnetic layer\(^11\) or gradual reorientation of the Néel-vector\(^12\). To exploit these advantages, we need to control (i) the injection, (ii) transport and (iii) conversion of the spin angular momentum in antiferromagnetic materials.

A model metallic antiferromagnet (AFM) is IrMn in which spin-transfer effects\(^13\), spin-orbit effects\(^14\) and ferromagnetic reversal by spin Hall torques\(^15, 16\) has been exploited. Regarding (i), an enhancement of the spin injection in IrMn by spin pumping around the Néel temperature at GHz frequencies may be possible\(^17\). In terms of (ii), in IrMn and structurally similar FeMn, two types of spin transport – electronic and magnonic – may exist at GHz frequencies\(^18, 19\) as indicated by spin-pumping techniques. Experiments in FeMn\(^18\) suggested different spin penetration depths in both regimes (1 and 9 nm). Lastly, regarding (iii), spin-to-charge-current conversion (S2C) in IrMn was studied at DC and AC frequencies, giving a spin Hall angle of a few percent\(^14, 20-22\). To utilize the full potential of antiferromagnetic spin transport, these features have to be transferred in the ultrafast regime that matches the dynamics of the antiferromagnetic order parameter. So far, only a few recent studies focused on the spin transport at terahertz (THz) frequencies\(^23-26\).

In this paper, we explore the ultrafast (THz) spin injection, transport and S2C in Ir\(_{20}\)Mn\(_{80}\) and directly compare them with transport experiments in the GHz range in equivalent samples. Our results indicate a change in the nature of the spin transport when transiting from the GHz to the THz regime. In addition, we show that the S2C is operative in IrMn at THz frequencies and reaches similar efficiencies as in the GHz range. Interestingly, we observe a strong influence of the IrMn/heavy-metal interface on the resulting in-plane charge current that is significantly more pronounced in the THz regime.

Our methodology is based on measuring the S2C of spin currents injected from a layer of ferromagnetic Ni\(_{81}\)Fe\(_{19}\) (F) into a bilayer of IrMn (AF) and non-magnetic metal (N) [see Fig. 1(a), (b)]. Spin angular momentum is injected in two different frequency ranges by (i) ferromagnetic spin pumping at 9.6 GHz (defined by the ferromagnetic resonance of NiFe), using a continuous-wave electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer fitted with a three-loop-two-gap resonator\(^27\) [Fig.1(a)] and (ii) an ultrafast spin-voltage generation by an optical excitation pulse at 0.1-30 THz\(^28-30\) (determined by its temporal duration) [Fig.1(b)]. In both techniques, the resulting out-of-plane spin current density \(j_s(z)\) is converted to an in-plane charge current \(I_c\) by the local spin Hall angle \(\theta\) and generates a detectable electric field \(E\), which is in the frequency domain given by

\[
E(\omega) = Z(\omega)I_c(\omega) = eZ(\omega) \int j_s(z) \theta(z)dz
\]

Here, \(z\) is the coordinate along the sample normal [see Fig. 1(a), (b)], \(\omega\) is the angular frequency and \(I_c(\omega)\) denotes the sheet charge current. \(E(\omega)\) is detected (i) directly by electrical contacts with on sample, and (ii) contact-free by electro-optic sampling\(^31, 32\) of the emitted THz pulse with a co-propagating probe pulse (0.6 nJ, 10 fs) in a 10\(\mu\)m-thick ZnTe(110) crystal under ambient conditions.

To investigate the propagation of \(j_s(z)\) in both frequency regimes, we study thickness-dependent series of samples in the form of trilayers N|AF|F and F|AF|N. Each of them consists of a F = NiFe with thicknesses of 3 nm and 8 nm for THz and GHz experiments, respectively. The AF layer is Ir\(_{20}\)Mn\(_{80}\) with varying thickness \(d_{AF}\) ranging from 0 nm up to 12 nm with a paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic phase transition expected at \(d_{AF} \approx 2.7\) nm at room temperature\(^17\). Finally, the sample structures contain a heavy metal layer with N = Pt, W or Ta (all 3 nm). All samples are deposited on thermally oxidized Si on glass substrates with...
FIG. 1. | Measuring inverse spin Hall effect at GHz and THz frequencies. (a) Schematic of the GHz experiment. A microwave magnetic field (amplitude $h_r \sim 0.05$ mT, frequency 9.6 GHz) triggers the precession of magnetization in a magnetic layer (F = NiFe, thickness of 8 nm) and, due to spin pumping, launches a periodic spin current $j_s$ through the antiferromagnetic layer IrMn (AF, thickness $d_{AF}$) into a heavy metal layer (N, 3 nm) where it is converted into a detectable DC charge current $j_c$ via the inverse spin Hall effect. (b) The analogous experiment performed at THz frequencies. A femtosecond optical pulse triggers an ultrafast $j_s$ between the magnetic (F, 3 nm) and the AF layer. The converted $j_c$ serves as a source of an emitted THz pulse. (c, d) Typical raw experimental data, illustrated here by N = Pt: normalized voltage $V/h_r^2$ in the GHz (c) and the electro-optical signal in the THz (d) experiments for different $d_{AF}$ (black arrows indicate increase of $d_{AF}$). All waveforms in (d) were normalized by the amplitude corresponding to $d_{AF} = 0$. Inset: amplitude spectrum of the corresponding THz temporal waveforms.

thicknesses of Si(0.3mm)|SiO₂(500nm) and SiO₂(0.5mm) for GHz and THz experiments, respectively. A 2-nm-thick Al cap was deposited on all samples to form a protective AlOₓ film after oxidation in air. We note that the different thicknesses of the F layer serve to increase the impedance and, thus, increase the emitted THz amplitudes [Eq. (1)] or to reduce damping and subsequently increase spin injection efficiency in the spin pumping experiments.33, 34

Typical raw signals from the GHz and THz experiment are shown in Fig. 1(c)-(d) for various values of $d_{AF}$. In both experiments, the signal amplitudes decrease with increasing $d_{AF}$. The bandwidth of the THz emission signal is large enough to capture sub-ps dynamics [Fig. 1(d) inset].

To separate the trivial $d_{AF}$-dependent photonic and electronic effects, we normalize35 the signals by independently measured $Z(\omega, d_{AF})$ and absorbed power of the optical laser or electrical GHz excitation, and take the root-mean square. The raw GHz voltage [Fig. 1(c)] was further treated to obtain its symmetric component as described in Fig. S1 and Ref. 27. The resulting signals, capturing the $d_{AF}$-dependence of $I_c$, which is a measure of the spin current $I_s$ and S2C efficiency [Eq. (1)], are shown in Fig. 2. The underlying raw data sets are provided in Fig. S2. We also remove all method-specific impacts on the measured signal by normalizing the GHz and THz data sets to Pt|IrMn(0 nm)|NiFe at the respective frequency range.
We first analyze qualitatively the data in the “forward-grown” samples N|IrMn|NiFe [Fig. 2 (a)-(c)]. In both frequency regimes, we observe a change in the signal polarity for different N at $d_{AF} = 0$, consistent with the sign and approximately the amplitudes of $\theta_N$ known from literature ($\theta_{Pt} > 0$ and $\theta_{W, Ta} < 0$). With increasing $d_{AF}$, the signal decreases and, in the thick limit ($d_{AF} > 5$ nm), saturates at approximately the same value for the THz and GHz experiments. The striking observation is the different rate of signal decay in both regimes which can be, in general, understood as a consequence of the finite propagation length of $j_s(z)$.

We note that accurate modeling of $j_s(z)$ in multilayers is typically complicated and requires determination of many unknown parameters such as spin mixing conductance of each interface. For the sake of comparison of both regimes, we simplify the model by neglecting the back-reflections of $j_s(z)$ and consider the IrMn layer a simple exponential spin-current attenuator. Then, the total sheet charge current $I_c$ from Eq. (1) can be separated to

$$I_c(d_{AF}) = I_{c, AF} + I_{c, N} + I_{c, a} \approx I_{s, 0} \left[ (\lambda \theta^*)_{AF} + (\lambda \theta^*)_N e^{-d_{AF}/\lambda_{AF}} \right] + I_{c, a}. \quad (2)$$
TABLE 1. Spin current characteristic lengths $\lambda_i$ as fitted from data shown in Fig. 2. Fits are mono-exponential functions specified in the main text. The errors are obtained from fitting statistics and repeated experiments. The values of the other fit parameters $y_0$ and $y_1$ are summarized in the supplementary Tab. S1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>layer configuration</th>
<th>$\lambda_{IrMn}$ (nm) at 0.5-30 THz</th>
<th>$\lambda_{IrMn}$ (nm) at 9.6 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>IrMn</td>
<td>NiFe (forward-grown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiFe</td>
<td>IrMn</td>
<td>N (reversed-grown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, $I_{s0}$ is the total initial spin current launched by the excitation, $\lambda_i$ is the characteristic propagation length for the spin current in the corresponding layer $i = F, AF, N$, and $\theta_i^*$ the effective spin Hall angle which includes all possible effects of spin memory loss and spin mixing conductance between the layers. The last term $I_{ca} = I_{cF} + I_{c1}$ stands for an additional sheet charge current originating from S2C in the ferromagnetic layer and both interfaces. Note that due to the simplifications, $\lambda_i$ cannot be rigorously taken as the spin-flip spin diffusion length but rather serves as a quantity to compare spin transport in both frequency regimes. Similarly, we can view the quantity $(\lambda\theta^*)_i$ as the efficiency of the S2C that characterizes the practically achievable conversion in the layer including all mentioned spin injection losses.

We immediately see that the model explains well the data in Fig. 2(a)-(f). In the thin limit ($d_{AF} \lesssim \lambda_{AF}$), the bulk S2C $(\lambda\theta^*)_N$ is expected to dominate the S2C of the whole stack and the signal exponentially decreases with $d_{AF}$. For the thick limit ($d_{AF} > \lambda_{AF}$), this contribution becomes negligible and the other, relatively small terms $I_{cAF}$ and $I_{cA}$ [Eq. (2)] can appear in the signal.

On a quantitative level, we use the model and fit the data in Fig. 2 by a mono-exponential function $y(d_{AF}) = y_1 e^{-d_{AF}/\lambda_{AF}} + y_0$ where $y_1$ and $y_0$ stand for the relative conversion $(\lambda\theta^*)_N/(\lambda\theta^*)_{Pt}$ and the sum of all remaining relative S2C, respectively [Eq. (2)]. The obtained values are summarized in Tab. 1 and Tab. S1. We remind that the data shown in Fig. 2 are normalized to the signal from the Pt|NiFe reference sample in the respective frequency range. The average relative efficiency of the S2C for the thick limit $y_{0,THz} \approx 8 \pm 1\%$ and $y_{0,GHz} \approx 10 \pm 3\%$ in the THz and GHz regimes, respectively, are reaching consistently similar values. We can interpret the findings as a demonstration that the spin-current injection and propagation in IrMn is operative at ultrafast time-scales. In the thin thickness limit of IrMn, the layer behaves like a typical spin current attenuator in the ultrafast THz regime, qualitatively same as in the established GHz experiment. In the thick limit, when the ultrafast spin current does not reach the N layer, the role of the attenuator changes to a converter and the THz S2C efficiency signals saturate at very close averaged values as in the reference GHz measurements. We note that we rule out another possible contribution to $I_c$ originating from magnetic dipole radiation as it is usually an order of magnitude smaller and we do not observe significant signals symmetric under sample reversal. Another source of the S2C signal may be the conversion in the F layer $I_{cF}$. Although this contribution is not always considered in the GHz experiments, we should take the observation of $y_0 \approx 8 - 10\%$ only as an estimate of the upper bound of $(\lambda\theta^*)_{IrMn}/(\lambda\theta^*)_{Pt}$, i.e., the practically achievable total conversion signal in IrMn relative to Pt.
FIG. 3. | Broadband THz charge current. (a) Frequency dependence of the charge currents $I_c(d_{AF} = 12 \text{ nm}, \omega)/I_c(0,\omega)$ for the thick limit normalized to the Pt|NiFe reference sample ($d_{AF} = 0$). The data is extracted from the Pt|IrMn|NiFe series shown in panel Fig. 2(a). The dotted red line depicts the mean value from the THz experiment corresponding to S2C in the thick limit (fitting parameter $y_0$, see Tab. S1). (b) Comparison of the THz spin current $j_s(t)$ for $d_{AF} = 0$ (blue curve) and 3 nm (red curve), both normalized to peak value $-1$ for better comparability.

In addition to time-averaged values, the high temporal resolution of the THz experiment allows us to extract the $\omega$ dependence of $y_0$ taken from the THz data in Fig. 2(a). We observe flat response at 0.2-25 THz and approximately the same magnitude as the GHZ value [Fig. 3(a)]. The good agreement of GHZ and THz S2C efficiency in both thickness limits is consistent with previous studies that compared THz and low-frequency regimes of spin-orbit-coupling-based effects29, 40, 41.

As $y_0 \ll y_1$ in most cases, the IrMn layer behaves like a spin current attenuator and we can justify the monoeponential approximation in Eq. (2). Using the fitting values from Tab. 1, we obtain the mean $\lambda_{AF,THz} = 0.5 \pm 0.1 \text{ nm}$ and $\lambda_{AF,GHZ} = 1.9 \pm 0.6 \text{ nm}$, averaged over stacks with different N. We note that, except of the THz data in Fig. 2(d), we do not observe any significant irregularities in the GHZ and THz signals around the ordering thickness at $d_{AF} \approx 2.7 \text{ nm}$ at room temperature.

Interestingly, the factor of 4 between $\lambda_{AF,THz}$ and $\lambda_{AF,GHZ}$ may indicate a different regime of spin transport. To test this hypothesis, we extract the ultrafast dynamics of $j_s(t)$ from the THz signals from Pt|NiFe [blue curve in Fig. 3(b)] and Pt|IrMn(3 nm)|NiFe (red curve), where the IrMn is already antiferromagnetically ordered. More data are available in Fig. S3. Consistently to result in Fig. 2, we do not observe any clear and systematic change in the spin-current dynamics below and above the ordering thickness of IrMn. Moreover, in both samples, $j_s(t)$ follows very similar dynamics as reported in previous works on bilayer stacks28, 30 consisting of standard metallic ferromagnets and the non-magnetic spin Hall material Pt30: a sharp rise followed by a decay on a time scale of 100 fs. Prior theoretical work32 suggests similar dynamics
for electronic spin transport with relevant $\lambda$ determined by the mean free path. This is in a sharp contrast to the magnonic spin transport reported in THz experiments\textsuperscript{43, 44}, showing a 1-ps-long dynamics.

Therefore, we can partly interpret the characteristic lengths $\lambda_{\text{AF}}$, that differ by a factor of 4 between the THz and GHz data, as a consequence of different regimes of the electronic spin transport: The ballistic regime at the THz frequencies where the electronic mean free path is the relevant quantity\textsuperscript{28, 30}, and the diffusive regime at the GHz frequencies characterized by the electron spin diffusion (spin-flip) length\textsuperscript{1}. Another contribution to the different $\lambda_{\text{AF}}$ can be a possible mixture of the magnonic contribution\textsuperscript{14, 18, 19, 45} in the GHz spin transport.

Finally, we focus on the reversely grown samples [Fig. 2 (d–f)]. If each stack NiFe|IrMn|Pt [Fig. 2 (d–f)] is a mirror image of its forward-grown partner Pt|IrMn|NiFe [Fig. 2 (a–c)], we would expect perfectly reversed signals since the spin and, thus, charge current flow is opposite and dominates over other THz-emission sources such as magnetic dipole radiation\textsuperscript{30, 46, 47}. Any deviations from this behavior indicate deviations from the ideal mirror image, which can in particular arise from the interface\textsuperscript{29, 48} and its quality\textsuperscript{35}. Although these samples provide very consistent values of $\lambda_{\text{AF}}$ and $\gamma_0$ with the forward-grown stacks [Fig. 2 (a–c)], we do observe a significant change of signal amplitudes for thin AFM layers ($d_{\text{AF}} < 2$ nm) quantified by $\gamma_1 + \gamma_0$ (Tab. S1). For instance, by comparing Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(e), the GHz data show a reduction of 2.5 (and smaller in other pairs), whereas the THz data differ by more than a factor of 9.

Moreover, the THz data from reversely grown samples not only differ in larger factors from their forward-grown counterparts, but can also follow a non-monotonic trend, e.g. in the Pt-based samples [Fig. 2(d) and Fig. S4]. Here, we compare the reversely grown Pt-series to a linear combination of signals from NiFe|IrMn and Pt|IrMn|NiFe that can reasonably reproduce the non-monotonic trend, indicating that the role of interfaces changed their weights as detailed in the supplementary material. Another striking signature of the interface impact manifests in reversely grown Ta-based samples [Fig. 2(f)] in which no polarity switching with increasing $d_{\text{AF}}$ is observed at the thin limit. Such observation is unexpected considering the typical magnitude of the S2C conversion in Ta ($\theta_{\text{Ta}} \approx 7\%$ \textsuperscript{36}).

The dramatic reduction of the S2C amplitude, the non-monotonic $d_{\text{AF}}$-dependence or even the change of polarity of the S2C in the thin limit of the reversed-grown series, represented by $I_{c,a}$, can be understood in terms of the spin memory loss (represented by a finite size layer with spin-dependent spin-flip scattering such as a finite spin diffusion length) and spin asymmetry (represented by an infinitesimally thin layer with spin-dependent electronic scattering, i.e. with spin-dependent mean free path) introduced by one of the IrMn interfaces, as argued in Refs. \textsuperscript{38, 49, 50}. The intrinsic nature of the above two processes is very different and may impact the THz and GHz experiments differently, considering their distinct $\lambda_{\text{AF}}$. Since the variations of $I_{c,a}$ due different N materials are much smaller in the thick limit than in the thin limit, we conclude that the more relevant interface is IrMn/N.

In conclusion, we have shown that the ultrafast spin injection and conversion in IrMn is operative up to ~25 THz and only limited by the pump pulse duration and detection bandwidth. The upper bound of the spin-to-charge conversion efficiency in IrMn, $(\lambda\theta^*)_{\text{IrMn}}$, amounts to roughly 10% of the conversion in Pt. The direct comparison of the THz to GHz regimes revealed that the characteristic length of the spin transport is 4 times larger at the GHz frequencies. As underlying mechanism, we suggest the dominance of diffusive and ballistic electron transport in GHz and THz regimes, respectively. We also showed that the contribution of the IrMn/N interface to the spin-to-charge conversion can be significant and even dominate the other conversion processes, thus making it useful in optimizing and engineering the ultrafast spintronic functionalities in antiferromagnets.

See the supplementary material for further details on the experiments.
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FIG. S1. | Data treatment to extract the S2C signal from raw data in the GHz experiments. (a) Representative data showing $B$-dependence of raw voltage $V$, as measured for a Pt|IrMn|NiFe sample, for $B > 0$ and $B < 0$. An input power $P = 40$ mW was used, corresponding to an excitation magnetic field of $h_{rf}$. The precise value of this field was determined for each sample by measuring the quality factor of the 3 loop – 2 gap resonator $Q$ and using the equation given for our MS5 resonator: $h_{rf}^2 = 4PQ/500$. For each sample, those raw voltages vs $B$ were fitted using the following equation: $V = V_{sym}(\Delta B_{pp}/\sqrt{3}/2)^2/[(\Delta B_{pp}/\sqrt{3}/2)^2 + (B - B_{res})^2] - V_{antisym}(\Delta B_{pp}/\sqrt{3}/2)(B - B_{res})/[((\Delta B_{pp}/\sqrt{3}/2)^2 + (B - B_{res})^2]$, where $\Delta B_{pp}$ is the the peak-to-peak line width, and $B_{res}$ is the resonance field. The fit returned the symmetric, $V_{sym}$, and antisymmetric, $V_{antisym}$ contributions. (b) IrMn thickness-dependence of $V_{sym}$, and (c), $V_{antisym}$ normalized by $h_{rf}^2$. This normalization accounts for the input power reaching the sample. The S2C signals, shown in Fig. 2, correspond to the average of $I_c = V_{sym}/(Rh_{rf}^2)$ for $B > 0$ and $B < 0$, where $R$ is the resistance of the stack, experimentally measured.
FIG. S2. | Raw data from GHz and THz experiments.
FIG. S3. Spin currents for different IrMn thicknesses. Extracted pin current densities $j_s(t, d_{AF})$ from Pt|$\text{IrMn}(d_{AF}\text{ nm})$|NiFe normalized to $j_s(t, d_{AF} = 0)$. The arrow depicts the increasing thickness $d_{AF}$ of the IrMn layer ranging from 0 nm to 12 nm. All $j_s(t, d_{AF})$ exhibit the same ultrafast temporal dynamics indicating that the origin of the spin currents $j_s(t, d_{AF})$ is the same for all thicknesses $d_{AF}$ of IrMn.
FIG. S4. | Interfacial contributions to the THz signal. (a) Comparison of the emitted THz waveform from forward- and reversed-grown stacks of Pt|NiFe (blue curve) and NiFe|Pt (grey curve). (b, c) By superposing and rescaling the signals of Pt|IrMn|NiFe and NiFe|IrMn as shown in panel (b), it is possible to reconstruct the trend of NiFe|IrMn|Pt [panel (c) and Fig. 2(d)]. This indicates that the interface quality between NiFe and IrMn can be drastically influenced by the stacking order of the layers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>$y_0$, THz</th>
<th>$y_1$, THz</th>
<th>$y_0$, GHz</th>
<th>$y_1$, GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**N</td>
<td>IrMn</td>
<td>NiFe** (forward-grown)</td>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>-0.09 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>-0.10 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-0.19 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>-0.08 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-0.23 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**NiFe</td>
<td>IrMn</td>
<td>N** (reversely grown)</td>
<td>Pt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-0.22 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.04</td>
<td>-0.13 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE S1. Fitting parameters $y_0$ and $y_1$ of the spin current in Fig. 2. Fits are mono-exponential functions specified in the main text. The errors are obtained from fitting statistics and repeated experiments.